dynamically, and even to the limit that they merge into a single transition state. The purpose of this paper is to show how symmetry.,..adapted transition state theory also leads one to see how multiple transition
states that are symmetry related should be included in transition state theory, even when they are not sufficiently ''isolated 11 so that the standard symmetry number prescription 2 is appropriate. In such cases it will also be seen that it is actually better to choose the "transition", or reference configuration, for the reaction as a stationary point on the potential energy surface that has two imaginary vibrational frequencies, rather than a conventional saddle -2-point on the potential surface that is characterized by a single 3 imaginary frequency.
To keep the presentation as simple and as clear as possible, it will be carried through explicitly for the formaldehyde reaction (1) ; it should then be clear how the idea applies more generally.
Consider first symmetry-adapted transition state theory as it applies to reaction (1) Figure 1. (The reference configuration can be· specified precisely by requiring that it be a stationary point on the potential.. su;rface tha:t also has an imagina<ry frequency for the reaction coordinat·e;
i.e •. ,. it is a sta.t.ionary potnt characterized by two imaginary frequencies and is thus not a saddle point of the potential surface.) The significant point is that the potential is an even function of q 5 , so that the outof-plane vibrat;ional levels are still even or odd, i.e., A' and A".
Thus symmetry-adapted transition state theory applies here just as it does if the two transition states coalesce into one planar transition state~ the only difference being that the even (A') and -4-odd (A") vibrational energy levels are .determined by the double well potential, e.g., Eq. (4), rather than harmonically.
One can easily see how the above description reduces to the usual one in the limit that the two non-planar transition states are very non-planar, i.e., far from each other. In this limit the double well potential in q 5 has a very high barrier, and the vibrational levels become degenerate in pairs (one·A' and one A");
.. Another interesting point of this analysis is that stationary points on a potential energy surface that have more than one imaginary harmonic frequency, which are usually ignored because they are not true transition states (i.e., saddle points), 3 ntay in some cases actually be the most relevant reference configuration by which to characterize the reaction.
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